Workholding

GROWTH OF CUSTOMIZED WORKHOLDING

By Mitchell Kirby,
Riten Industries Inc.

Metalworking is becoming increasingly specialized, with manufacturers of lathes and grinders offering a variety of capacities, bed lengths and other options. This promises the user the ability to create custom machining solutions to “meet any production need.” While this is true to a point, standard options have their limits, and truly customized machines cost more and have extended delivery times.

However, the demand for unique production operations can frequently be satisfied by a simple custom-engineered workholding solution rather than an expensive dedicated machine. In my 26 years at Riten Industries, I’ve seen explosive growth in customer specials, which make up 40 percent of our sales.

It started years ago as a quote to provide extra tool clearance by changing the point length and diameter of a standard live center (Figure 1). Grinder operators also requested dead centers in nonstandard lengths and point diameters (Figure 2). This allowed grinding various part lengths, which saved setup time by eliminating the need to reposition the machine tailstock and recenter the machine. These types of requests led to the creation of a new production cell for specials. The relatively simple dimensional modifications to existing products were, for many years, the sole workload for the specials department.

As specialization increased, forward-thinking customers began to ask for quotes on one-of-a-kind workholding beyond the typical live and dead center modifications. As a result, the specials group had to add design engineering expertise to create affordable solutions that could be manufactured.

Although we had to “no quote” some customer ideas that were impossible to build with any guarantee of accuracy, durability or cost-efficiency, we did take on a number of challenges.

A customer determined that a collet chuck would be the most efficient way to grind a batch of expensive parts for rework. A 3-jaw chuck would not deliver the required accuracy, and indicating a 4-jaw for each part would be too time-consuming. The problem with the collet chucks was they could not be mounted on their machines. We designed an integrated collet chuck and Morse-taper live center with a modified spindle (Figure 3). This not only solved the installation problem, but also added process efficiency.
Center holes on roll journals often take a beating when replacement bearings are installed, rendering the center hole unusable. Also, depending on the repair process, refurbished rolls can end up with journals that are misaligned with the center holes, making future repairs problematic. Machining a new center hole can be difficult and time-consuming. Several customers sought a solution. Our answer was a live chuck mandrel that combined the rotational accuracy of a live center with the flexibility of a 4-jaw chuck (Figure 4). The mandrel chucks on the bearing journals of the roll, bypassing the damaged center hole. Simple indication of the roll while adjusting the 4-jaw chuck brings the part back on centerline. Alternately, where the center hole is in good condition but no longer on center, the mandrel can chuck a dead center and dial in the part by adjusting the chuck jaws.

A variety of specialized dead centers provide extra gripping force for unusual part geometries. These "drive centers" can have teeth or an abrasive coating to grip the part face, a spring-loaded point or custom pins that can engage keyways, splines, holes or other part features.

Our most recent custom tool was designed for workpieces with center holes drilled slightly off center. This live center featured a radially adjustable point that locates in the center hole, centering the part by offsetting the deviation. The center is equipped with four external adjusting screws that can move the point up to 0.030" in any direction. The process is similar to indicating a part using a 4-jaw chuck. Like many former specials, our adjustable-point live center is now a semi-standard catalog item.

There are also standard centers that need to be adapted to perform in unique, even hostile machining environments. Vacuums require special lubricants and high-performance seals. Heat generated by processes such as induction heat treating or plasma spray coating can be dealt with by modifying the center in several ways: a stainless steel spindle; special seals and lubricants; or active cooling mechanisms, including a water jacket or application of an air gun.

These examples illustrate the scope of customized workholding tools that have been produced to assist machinists seeking higher efficiencies or dealing with uncommon applications. We foresee no letup in demand for specials in the future.
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